How to arrive at Penha Campus at Faro?
Location
University of Algarve
Estrada da Penha - Penha Campus
Faro, Portugal
GPS Coordinates: 37°01'42.4"N; 7°55'28.4"W

By Plane: Arrival at Faro

Faro airport distances 8km from Penha Campus,
located in the city of Faro.
The trip takes
approximately 11 minutes, by car. One can rent a
vehicle at the airport or take a taxi.

By Plane: Arrival at Lisbon
Lisbon airport distances 275km from Faro city, located
at the South of Portugal. To reach Faro one may
choose to:
Rent a car – By motorway, the trip lasts
approximately 2hours and 20minutes;
Take a direct flight to Faro*, lasting 45 minutes;
Take the train or bus.
* Please contact the airlines that operate between these 2
cities for further information.

By Plane: Arrival at Porto
Francisco Sá Carneiro airport, located at Porto city,
distances 565km from Faro city. To reach Faro one
may choose to:
 Rent a car – By motorway, the trip lasts
approximately 4hours and 45minutes;
 Take a direct flight to Faro*, lasting 1hour and
10minutes;
 Take the train or bus.
* Please contact the airlines that operate between these
2 cities for further information.

By Train
Check the portal “Comboios de Portugal” (CP) to find
out the timetables and prices to Faro, from any point of
the country. For greater commodity and speed it is
recommending the “Intercidades” or “Alfa Pendular”.
Tel.: (00 351) 808 208 208
URL: https://www.cp.pt/passageiros/en/

By Bus
Several road transport companies provide daily liaison between Faro city and other destinations.
Consult the schedules and prices on their portals and book your ticket online or by phone.
EVA Transportes
Tel.: 707 223 344
URL: http://eva-bus.com/
Rede Expressos
Tel.: 707 22 33 44
URL: https://www.rede-expressos.pt/en/
Rede Renex
Telef.: 800 224 220
URL: https://www.renex.pt/

Faro Urban Minibus
PRÓXIMO is the new urban transport network of Faro City,
which puts at your disposal a wider offer, both in terms of
timetables and circuits available.
Contacts
Email: proximo@proximo.pt Tel.: (00 351)289 899 760
URL: http://www.proximo.pt/

